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Neurolink Process and
Emotional Symbolism

Intended for: Qualified manual therapists and osteopaths
Daily training hours: 8h
Training time: 2 x 6 days (2 x 48h i.e. 96h)

The 2 modules are spaced at least 3 months apart to enable students to practice and appropriate the
techniques in the office. During this period, participants are supervised and monitored (monthly zoom, answers
to questions, telephone exchanges). 
The Neurolink team is in regular contact with the students to adjust the work if necessary, and to answer any
questions they may have.

Prerequisites: necessary to harmonize students' knowledge. As soon as they register, participants have access
to courses (written, audio, video) via their space on the Neurolink website. Our team ensures that the
prerequisites are fully assimilated before the start of the course.

Program



Tissue principles - fascia, dysfunctions, micro-movements1.
Researching tissue levels - from skin to bone2.
Listening to tissue - tissue movement3.
Correction of dysfunctions4.
Cranium - Primary Respiratory Mechanism (PRM), Intracranial Membranes, Tests and Corrections5.

Tissue approach

Nervous system and limbic structures1.
Hormonal system2.

Anatomy and physiology of emotion

Emotion - restriction of mobility and postural/hormonal/behavioral adaptation...1.
Principles and conditions of somatization2.
Fascial tensions - T4 zone (sternal zone)3.

Emotion in tissues

Body-feeling exercises, alone and in pairs, and principles of unconscious communication - postures,
attitudes

1.

Testing areas of tension with the feet, testing the patient's rhythm (slow, medium, fast), synchronizing with
the patient's rhythm, first reading

2.

Plateau test and energetic approach

Table of correspondences between emotions and viscera and pathophysiological consequences of
emotional memories (somatization)

1.

Finding and correcting somatization2.
Recoil - theory and practice3.

Emotions and organs

Interpretation of cranial tests (sleep quality, nervous rhythm, etc.)1.
Liberation in the 3 planes/3 techniques - theory and practice2.

Cranial liberation

Anatomy and location of the vascular system1.
Recoil release2.

Vascular

Principle of lines1.
Practice2.

Lines

Principle of pathology and disorder development1.
Analysis of symptoms and symbolisms 2.

Bio-psychosocial implications of emotional
mechanisms and emotional symbolism

Seminar 1 



During the seminar, volunteer patients are present to be treated by the students. This enables a maximum
number of tissue and emotional configurations to be tested.

1.

Tests2.
Cranial release3.
Emotional release protocol4.
Tests 5.
Vascular6.
Lines7.
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Energy forces and body adaptations - somatization compensation1.
Energy rhythms (round, MRP, lymphatic) - theory and practice2.
Anatomy and physiology of the energy system3.
Magnetic field and perception of space in 3 dimensions - theory and practice4.

Energy principle 

Principle and anatomy - embryology1.
The 4 emotional patterns and variations in information integration (fight, acceptance or flight). Description
and pathophysiological consequences (problems of perception of time, space and pressure).

2.

Test, from the sternum, of the level of the round and test of the patient's energy rhythm.3.
Induction of the round - modification of the patient's schema4.

Emotional patterns of birth

Theory1.
Emotional issues as a function of location2.
Tests and corrections3.

Transgenerational memories

Theory of emotional synthesis1.
Emotional problems, depending on location along the spine2.
Tests and corrections3.

Emotional synthesis

Vascular recoils and artery principles1.
Lymphatic recoils2.
Lines and extensions3.

Patient balance at the end of treatment

Global behavioral pattern based on different emotional memories1.
Principle of emotional architecture - the hierarchy of emotions2.

Biopsychosocial implications of the emotional
mechanisms discussed

During the seminar, volunteer patients are brought in to be treated by the students. This allows a maximum
number of tissue and emotional configurations to be tested.Tests

Cranial release1.
Emotional release protocol2.
Tests3.
Round4.
Hernia5.
Synthesis6.
Vascular7.
Lymphatic8.
Lines9.
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Any questions? Please contact us.
@institut_neurolink
Institut Neurolink
Neurolink Process +33 (0)6 20 90 87 85

+33 (0)6 14 76 14 01
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